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Abstract 
This paper is based on the cache TTL technology can effectively support the failure data reliability design 
in AD hoc networks. TTL-based caching failure technology has been widely attention, because of its 
reliability, expansibility and simple realization mechanism. In this work the problem of the study, the 
cache fatigue new scheme implementation called EATTL overcome the problems. The existing 
technology, such as fixed TTL scheme and adaptive TTL does not support effective data access by 100%, 
because these solutions with no clear TTL calculation mechanism.  
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1. INTRODUCTION
Instant communication network structure can be used as a wireless expands users access the Internet in
an area without network infrastructure [1]. Monet's function, such as information transmission kind of [2], 
and on the basis of frequent contact power-constrained operation more complex, disconnect and network 
protocol design [3], application development. Effective cache failure mechanisms to ensure consistency 
and the cache data source node of the customer. Like those found in [4], based on the seven TTL cache 
failure problem has been very well studied in mobile computing environment [5] [1]. The existing strategy 
use fixed TTL and adaptive cache based technology of the failure of survival. Maintenance cache failure 
process produced some extra spending cache node to cache, also reduce network performance.  
In [11] ignored important policy and the distance of the TTL factors such as those from the 
cache/source meet the requirements. Cache may become invalid due to changes such as two nodes 
wireless transmission across each other [12]. The algorithm EATTL cache data item node name and radio 
data items 1-hop TTL neighbor. Each node of the data according to the data stored in a cache failure TTL 
hash table.    
2. SYSTEM MODEL
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There are n mobile nodes in the system. N= {N1, N2…Nn} said the set of mobile node. Each node has 
slow exist it local storage, inquires the data from the data source). The data source is called a server, it 
contains a database. It is assumed that rice data database. Data item from 1 to m as their identifier.  D= 
{D1, D2. . . Dm} is indicator of the set of data database. In order to track this version of a cached copy of a 
data item, each a data item, and TTL and record the time this is according to the source. Tc, where Tc is a 
data item copy creation time.   
3. PROPOSED ENHANCED ADAPTIVE TTL SCHEME 
The concept of local copy of remote data object storage faster retrieval is called cache. When some 
node cache data items, also there is a need to maintain a cache consistency. Policy is used to inform all 
cache about an update is called the failure of the policy. TTL is a digital display, in this period of time 
interval data item is considered to be fresh. When data items are cited, its value is the inspection and TTL 
if TTL is still valid and then object is a new value is to get other requirements, from server. The weather 
forecast, the stock market, sports news and battlefield condition monitoring items of data in each update a 
short time interval of time. A data item like video film and geographic information of particular places are 
not updated, in a relatively short time period.  
3.1. Complete Overview Of Proposed Algorithm 
In Enhanced Adaptive TTL scheme, each and every node maintains the cache invalidation hash table. 
Tc is the time when successful copy of the data item is created in a mobile node. The Fig.1 shows the 
Architecture of EATTL    
 
Fig.1. Architecture of EATTL 
The scheme can be divided into three stages. The first stage of the cache failure algorithm verifies the 
current request hash table. The second stage of the algorithm retrieval of data items is the source of the 
appropriate. In the third stage of the data cache node radio project name and its current TTL value of a 
jump neighbors. 
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3.1.1. Phase 1 
If a node generating a data request and then the request is a failure of the current node verification hash 
table. If a cache of the failure of hash table contains request data item and then retrieval TTL, Tc 
algorithm from the cache table. Treq requirements from generation time cache timer and then subtract 
from node Treq thread. If the minus TTL a value greater than it is in addition to the item of data, it and its 
Tc TTL from hash table and send the request to the data source. The data source computing new TTL and 
send the data items. If minus TTL value is less than it moves to the next stage. 
3.1.2. Phase 2 
In this stage, check the local caching algorithm for the requirements of the node. If local caching data 
item, and ask for as long as request contains use local node cache. Otherwise this stage caching algorithm 
adopts the implementation and retrieves data from a recent cache node or from the data source. Again, the 
special TTL data item recalculated. 
NewTTL=Treq-Tc 
It appends the new TTL with corresponding data item and sends the response to the client node. Data 
cache node also updates the new TTL in its cache table only for the particular data item. 
3.1.3. Phase 3 
In a successful item of data replication in the middle of localize any request for this stage cache node 
future cache Tc from the cache node timer and update the cache failure this Tc hash table. Cache node also 
plays new cache data item id, and its T only one TTL jump neighbor. 
Algorithm: The pseudo-code of Ex- ATTL 
SET TTL, Tc, Treq /* declaration */   
Treq ← getCurrentTime ( ) \* node’s time when request is generated */  
if (local hash table contains data item)  
  
/* phase 1*/  
TTL← retrieve From Hash able data item’s TTL  
Tc ← retrieve From Hash Table data item’s Tc       
 If(Treq-Tc)greater than  TTL   delete From Hash Table data item’s id, data item’s TTL, data item’s Tc                  delete From 
Local Cache data item  
Send Request To Data Source data item’s id   
 /* phase2*/  
……. 
else           
SET hopcount ← 1  
Send Request To Data Source data items id  
newTTL ←  Treq - Tc      
Reply From Server with node id, data item Di, newTTL  
Cache the data item  
  
Update local HashTable with data item ←newTTL,Tc  
 
Broadcast data item with newTTL, Tc , hopcount  
endif 
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4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS 
The Simulation Model and Parameters  
The system model consists of a single data source that serves multiple client nodes. The system 
parameters are shown in Table 1. 
There are 1000 data, database, which is divided into two areas: short TTL data subset and long TTL 
data subset. Short data subset including data items from 1 to 150 (from 1000 projects) and long data 
subset in the rest of the data includes database. Customers have a big probability (75%) to access data sets 
and the short term low probability TTL (20%) to access the data in the long TTL set.  
4.1. Simulation Results    
Here introduces the performance analysis of the is to find the different parameters, such as update 
workload is arrival time, means that inquires the time, and system parameters such as the cache size, copy 
generated era (m), short TTL data access probability. The performance measure cache hit chance, inquires 
the delay, throughput. Pay attention to the requirements of the uplink minimizing the number is a 
desirable goal in mobile environment customers have limited battery power and transmit data need a lot 
of power. 
4.2. Query Delay 
Inquires the average time delay function measurement and average inquires the produce update arrival 
time. As shown in figure EATTL algorithm. As explained before, every customer according to the 
average inquires question from the time.  
If the server receives more than (Į) in a trading range, ask some queries are off to the next trading 
range. Figure 2 shows the inquires the function time delay and average inquires = 10 s and produce with c 
= 100 items. When inquires the time is produced lower than 70 s (for example, 60 s), inquires the delay of 
the adaptive algorithm becomes infinite TTL long. However, when time is up to 30 s inquires the delay, 
inquires the algorithm generated than20s less. 
4.3. The Query Delay Evaluation with Mean Update Arrival Time 
As shown in Fig. 3, as the mean update arrival time increases, the cache hit ratio increases and the 
query delay decreases.   
Since the proposed algorithm has high cache hit ratio than the Adaptive TTL algorithm, the query 
delay of EATTL algorithm is shorter than the Adaptive TTL algorithm. For example, with Tu = 10,000s, 
Ex-ATTL algorithm reduces the query delay by a factor of 3 compared to the Adaptive TTL algorithm. 
Although the cache hit ratio of the Adaptive TTL algorithm is doubled from Tu = 10s to Tu = 33s, the 
query delay of the Adaptive TTL algorithm does not drop too much (from 18.7s to 16.1s). Since the query 
generated time is exponentially distributed, multiple queries may arrive at a client during one 
transactional interval. The requests in the back end of the queue will have much higher query latency, and 
it increases the average query latency. 
4.4. A Comparison of the Cache Hit Ratio under Different Cache Size 
Fig.4. shows the cache hit ratio under different cache sizes when the number of clients is 100. It is easy 
to see  that the cache hit ratio of EATTL algorithm is always higher than that of the Adaptive TTL 
algorithm for one particular cache size (cache size is 50 items, 100 items). For example, in the Adaptive 
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TTL, when the update arrival time is 1s, the cache hit ratio does not have any difference when the cache 
size changes from 50 data items to 100 data items. However, under the same situation the cache hit ratio 
increases from about 40 percent to 58 percent in the proposed scheme. In EATTL algorithm, clients may 
need to download interested data for future use, so a large cache size may increase cache hit ratio.   
As shown in Fig. 4, the cache hit ratio drops as the update arrival time decreases. When the update 
arrival time is 10,000s, both algorithms have similar cache hit ratio for one particular cache size. With c = 
300 items, as the update arrival time reaches 1s, the cache hit ratio of EATTL algorithm still keeps around 
58 percent. When the update arrival time is very low (e.g., 1s), most of the cache misses are due to short 
TTL data access; when the update arrival time is very high (e.g., 10,000s), most of the cache misses are 
due to Long TTL access. Since EATTL algorithm is very effective to improve cache performance when 
accessing short TTL data, the cache hit ratio of the proposed scheme can be significantly improved when 
the update arrival time is low. However, as the mean update arrival time drops further (Tu < 1s), the cache 
hit ratio of the EATTL drops much faster than before.   
5.    CONCLUSIONS 
In the proposed scheme if any node caches the data item then it broadcast the data items id and its 
current valid TTL to its one hop neighbor for future request. This advanced mechanism improves the 
network performance and also reduces the cache nodes overhead.   
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